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Low pressure~,50 mTorr! electron cyclotron resonance plasma sources are being developed for
downstream etching and deposition and for production of radicals for surface treatment. The spatial
coupling of microwave radiation to the plasma is a concern due to issues related to the uniformity
of dissociation, electron heating, and ultimately process uniformity. To investigate these issues, a
finite-difference-time-domain simulation for microwave injection and propagation has been
developed, and has been incorporated as a module in the two-dimensional Hybrid Plasma
Equipment Model. Results from parametric studies of N2 plasmas suggest that obtaining uniform
fluxes to the substrate may require a power deposition profile that is peaked off axis. An increase in
power deposition tends to reinforce nonuniformities in the ion flux profile. At higher pressures~.10
mTorr! the sensitivity of the ion flux to the substrate to the angle of the magnetic field at the
substrate decreases, while the uniformity of the ion flux improves. Due to the dependence of the
collision frequency on electron temperature, losses from cross-field diffusion are enhanced in both
the low and high pressure regimes. Results also suggest that there is an optimal pressure for
maximizing both the magnitude of the ion flux to the substrate surface and its uniformity. ©1999
American Vacuum Society.@S0734-2101~99!07305-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current requirements for plasma processing of microe
tronics devices include the development of high plasma d
sity sources that provide high deposition or etching ra
with improved process uniformity over large area wafers.1–4

Due to their ability to obtain a high degree of ionization
low gas pressures, electron cyclotron resonance~ECR!
sources are being developed for downstream etching
deposition and for production of radicals for surfa
treatment.5–8 Efficient coupling of microwave radiation to
the plasma in ECR reactors requires that the electron
mentum transfer collision frequency be much smaller th
the electron cyclotron frequency. Under these conditio
diffusion of electrons perpendicular to the magnetic fie
lines is small, thereby reducing losses to the wall. Howev
due to the low radial losses compared to the high longitu
nal mobility of electrons, radial ionization profiles in th
resonance zone are to some degree imprinted on the rea
fluxes reaching the substrate. As a result, the spatial coup
of microwave radiation to the plasma is a concern due to
resulting radial dependence of the ion sources.

The uniformity of the ion flux to the substrate has, in fa
been shown to strongly depend on the profile and locatio
the power deposition. Studies by Graveset al.9 suggest that
uniform fluxes to the substrate surface require a power de
sition profile peaked off axis. Hidakaet al.10 similarly
showed that ECR plasma sources using a circular TE01 mode
provided ion fluxes that have better uniformity over a larg
area than that produced by conventional TE11 mode micro-
waves. In the case of the TE11 mode, the electric field has

a!Electronic mail: rkinder@uigela.ece.uiuc.edu
b!Electronic mail: mjk@uiuc.edu
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maximum at the center of the waveguide. This likely pr
duces larger rates of ionization on the axis of the plas
while diffusion losses are large at the edge.11 On the other
hand, the TE01 mode has a peak off axis, which may com
pensate for higher diffusion losses at the wall.

The finite-difference time-domain~FDTD! method has re-
cently been used to investigate electromagnetic fields in
ECR sources. For example, Mutaet al.12 investigated micro-
wave propagation in ECR plasmas using a one-dimensio
simulation and compared the characteristics of their co
puted wave propagation with ray tracing. Tan and Grotjoh13

developed a three-dimensional FDTD simulation of an u
magnetized plasma-loaded microwave cavity. The cond
tivity of the discharge was modeled by solving the electr
momentum equation. More recently Gopinath a
Grotjohn14 developed a three-dimensional electromagne
particle-in-cell ~PIC! model to simulate a compact EC
source where the FDTD method was used to model the
crowave fields.

To investigate coupling of TE0n mode microwaves in
ECR reactors, a FDTD simulation for microwave injectio
and propagation has been developed, and has been inc
rated as a module in the two-dimensional Hybrid Plas
Equipment Model ~HPEM!.15,16 Results from parametric
studies of N2 plasmas suggest that obtaining uniform flux
to the substrate may require a power deposition profile tha
peaked off axis. An increase in power deposition tends
reinforce any nonuniformities present in the ion flux profi
The model will be described in Sec. II, followed by a di
cussion of our results in Sec. III. Concluding remarks are
Sec. IV.
242117 „5…/2421/10/$15.00 ©1999 American Vacuum Society
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The HPEM is a two-dimensional, plasma equipme
model which consists of an electromagnetic module~EMM!,
an electron energy transport module~EETM!, and a fluid
kinetics simulation~FKS!.15,16 Electromagnetic fields and
corresponding phases are calculated in the EMM. Th
fields are used in the EETM to solve the electron ene
conservation equation or in a Monte Carlo simulation to g
erate sources for electron impact processes and elec
transport coefficients. These parameters are transferred t
FKS where momentum and continuity equations are sol
for all heavy particles. A drift diffusion formulation is use
for electrons to enable an implicit solution of Poisson’s eq
tion for the electric potential. The species densities and e
trostatic fields produced in the FKS are transferred to
EETM and the EMM. These modules are iterated unti
converged solution is obtained.

In this work, a FDTD simulation integrates Maxwell’
equations in the EMM to obtain the electromagnetic fiel
E(r , z, f) andB(r , z, f), in the entire volume of the reac
tor. The implementation is cylindrical, two-dimensional on
rectilinear grid. Assuming charge neutrality and that the
electric parametersm, s, and e ~permeability, conductivity,
and permittivity, respectively! do not vary during the micro-
wave cycle, the equations solved are

]Eu

]t
5

1

me S ]Br

]z
2

]Bz

]r D2Ju , ~1a!

]Br

]t
5

]Eu

]z
, ~1b!

]Bz

]t
52

1

r

]~rEu!

]r
, ~1c!

whereEu is the azimuthal component of the electric field,Br

andBz are the radial and axial components of the magn
field, J̄5s% Ē, B̄5mH̄, and D̄5e Ē. The conductivity ten-
sor,s% , relates the current density to the electric field as

S J̃r

J̃u

J̃z

D 5
qne

a~a21Br
21Bz

2!

3S ~a21Br
2! Bza BrBz

2Bza a2 Bra

BrBz 2Bra ~a21Bz
2!
D S 0

Eu

0
D ,

~2!

wherea5m/q( iv1nm) for electron massm, electric field
frequencyv ~rad/s!, and electron momentum transfer col
sion frequencynm . To incorporateJu into our solution of
Maxwell’s equations, only the real component is consider
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2me
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2 1~v2vc!

2

1
1

nm
2 1~v1vc!

2DEu5s'Eu . ~3!

Doppler shifting of electrons into or out of resonance w
the magnetic field is a significant phenomenon that can af
the shape and location of the conductivity. The consequen
of Doppler shifting have been incorporated by using a mo
fied velocity space averaged conductivity defined as

s̄'5
*** s'@v~ v̄ !# f ~ v̄ !dv

*** f ~ v̄ !dv
, ~4!

and

v~ v̄ !5v0

12~v i /c!

A12~v i /c!2
, ~5!

where f ( v̄) is the electron velocity distribution function,v0

is the incident microwave frequency,v i is the electron ve-
locity parallel to the direction of propagation of the electr
magnetic wave, andc is the speed of light. Numerical inte
gration over velocity space is limited to610% the speed of
light and is calculated by assuming a Boltzmann distributi

The transverse electric~TE! fields injected into the reacto
have k̄•Ē50, with componentsEu , Br , and Bz as previ-
ously shown. The spatial locations of the components oĒ
and B̄ on the numerical mesh were chosen to provide c
tered spatial differencing. An alternating direction implic
~ADI ! scheme with a 212-dimensional alternating grid wa
employed.17 Azimuthal electric fields were calculated a
meshpoints, while magnetic fields were calculated at lo
tions shifted by half a mesh cell. A leapfrog scheme for tim
integration was used. The electric fields were calculated
time, t, and the magnetic fields were calculated at timet
1Dt/2. In doing so, the finite differencing representation
Eq. ~1! is

Eu~ i , j ! t1Dt2Eu~ i , j ! t

Dt

5
1

me
S Br~ i , j 1 1

2!2Br~ i , j 2 1
2!

Dz

2
Bz~ i 1 1

2, j !2Bz~ i 2 1
2, j !

Dr
D t1~Dt/2!

2
s'

e
Eu~ i , j ! t1Dt,

~6a!

Br~ i , j 1 1
2!

t1~Dt/2!2Br~ i , j 1 1
2!

t2~Dt/2!

Dt

5
Eu~ i , j 11! t2Eu~ i , j ! t

Dz
, ~6b!
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Bz~ i 1 1
2, j !

t1~Dt/2!2Bz~ i 1 1
2, j !

t2~Dt/2!

Dt

5
@r ~ i 11,j !Eu~ i 11,j ! t2r ~ i , j !Eu~ i , j ! t#

@r ~ i , j !1~Dr /2!#Dr
, ~6c!

where (i , j ) corresponds to mesh points (r , z), Dr and Dz
are the mesh spacings in ther andz directions, andDt is the
integration time step. The Courant condition on the allow
time step is given by

S 1

Dr 2 1
1

Dz2D ~1/2! 1

c
.Dt, ~7!

wherec is the speed of light.
When time domain electromagnetic fields are obtained

ing finite-difference techniques in an unbounded space, th
must ultimately be a method of limiting the domain in whic
the field is computed. This is achieved here by using abs
ing boundary conditions at chosen edges of the numer
mesh. Due to the nature of the ADI scheme, boundary c
ditions which use constant gradients for electromagn
fields cause spurious reflections of the incident waves.
remove these unwanted reflections a linearized first o
wave equation was imposed as a boundary condition
simulate empty space,

]Eu
n11~ i , j !

]z
1

]Eu
n~ i , j !

]z
5

1

c S ]Eu~ i , j !

]t
1

]Eu~ i , j 21!

]t D .

~8!

The system of interest uses circular TE0n microwave
mode fields injected along the axis of a cylindrically sym
metric downstream reactor to excite the plasma. The c
plex electric and magnetic field components for the injec
circular TEmn mode waves are

Eu5Amn

b r

e
Jm8 ~b r r !@C2 cos~mf!

1D2 sin~mf!#exp~2 j b rz!, ~9a!

Hr52Amn

bzb r

vme
Jm8 ~b r r !@C2 cos~mf!

1D2 sin~mf!#exp~2 j b rz!, ~9b!

Hz52 jAmn

b r
2

vme
Jm~b r r !@C2 cos~mf!

1D2 sin~mf!#exp~2 j b rz!, ~9c!

whereEu , Hr , andHz are the complex azimuthal electr
field, radial magnetic field intensity, and axial magnetic fie
intensity, respectively, andJ(b r r ) and J8(b r r ) are the
Bessel functions and their derivatives. The amplitude
these fields~with their appropriate phases! were impressed a
boundary conditions at the mouth of the waveguide at
entrance of our reactor.

For purposes of quantifying the uniformity of the ion flu
F, to the substrate, the uniformity parameter is defined a
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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uFPeak2^F&Averageu

^F&Average
, ~10!

whereFPeak is the peak flux on the wafer and^F&Average is
the area weighted average across the wafer. Largerh is more
uniform.

III. ECR EXCITATION WITH TE0n MODES

The reactor we investigated is schematically shown
Fig. 1. The waveguide which injects the TE0n field termi-
nates at the top of the reactor above the microwave wind
Gases are injected into the reactor through a ring nozzle
cated near the microwave window and are exhausted at
bottom of the reactor through an annular pump port. Nit
gen is the feedstock gas at pressures of 0.5–50 mTorr,
rates of 5–20 sccm~resulting in residence times of a few
milliseconds!, and power deposition of 500–1500 W. Th
collisional processes in the model are listed in Table I a
include ionization, excitation, and momentum transfer co
sions between electrons and neutral particles, Coulomb
lisions between electrons and ions, charge exchange c
sions between ions and neutral particles, and momen
transfer collisions among neutral particles. Electron imp
reactions with molecular nitrogen include excitation up
the eighth vibrational state~lumped into a single effective
vibrational state! and up to the third electronic state of N2

~lumped into a single effective electronic state!.
The base case was N2 at 1 mTorr, 10 sccm, and 750 W

The circularly transverse electric fields, operating at 2 GH
were used to sustain the plasma are injected at the top o
reactor through the waveguide antenna. The wave propag
through the dielectric window and into the processing cha
ber. The static magnetic field, generated by a direct cur
solenoid, is designed to produce a resonance zone in
throat of the chamber and is shown on the right side in F
1. The top set of magnetic coils is used to determine
location of the resonance. The coil at the bottom of the

FIG. 1. Geometry for the electron cyclotron resonance simulation. The m
netic field magnitude in~gauss! and the magnetic flux field lines are show
on the right side.
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2424 R. L. Kinder and M. J. Kushner: Consequences of mode structure on plasma properties 2424
actor ~the ‘‘subcoil’’! is used to tailor the divergence of th
magnetic field in the vicinity of the wafer, and so contro
the flux profiles to the wafer. The conductivity and the pow
deposition for the base case are shown in Fig. 2~a!. The
primary resonance occurs in the upper region of the rea
where B5714 G. There is also a secondary resonance
cated downstream that occurs when the subcoil is emplo
The conductivity shown on the left side of Fig. 2~a! is a
maximum in the resonant zone with a peak value
0.035V21 cm21 falling off by a factor of 104 in a 2.2 cm
axial range. The conductivity has a full width at half max
mum (Dvce56.5G) corresponding to approximately twic
the electron collision frequency, 2nm .

The power deposition, shown on the right side of F
2~a!, mirrors the conductivity in the axial direction. Th
power deposition reflects the profile of the azimuthal elec

TABLE I. Gas phase reactions for N2 .

Reactiona Rate coefficientb Reference

e1N2˜e1N2(X 1Sg
1 ,v51 – 8) c 22

e1N2˜e1N2(A 3Su
1 ,B 3Pg ,

B1 3Su
2 ,a1 3Su

2 ,C 3Pu)
c 22

e1N2˜e1N1N c 22
e1N2˜2e1N2

1 c 22
e1N2(v)˜e1N2 c c
e1N2(v)˜e1N2* c 22d

e1N2(v)˜2e1N2
1 c 22d

e1N2*˜e1N2(v) c 22d

e1N2*˜e1N2 c c
e1N2*˜2e1N2

1 c 23
e1N2

1
˜N*1N 131027 24

e1N˜e1N* c 25
e1N˜2e1N1 c 26
e1N*˜e1N c c
e1N*˜e1N1 b 23
N2*1N2˜2N2 1.9310213 27
N2*1N˜N21N 1310213 d
N2*1N*˜N21N 1310213 d
N*1N2˜N1N2 2310214 d
N*1N1M˜N2*1M 2310232 28d

2N1M˜N2*1M 1310232 28d

2N1M˜N21M 1310232 28
2N2*˜N2*1N2 1.3631029 29
N2(v)1N2˜2N2 1310213 d
N2(v)1N˜N21N 1310214 d
N2(v)1N*˜N21N 1310214 d
N2

11N˜N21N1 5310212 30
N2

11N*˜N21N1 1310210 d
N2

11N2˜N21N2
1 5310210 31

N2
11N2*˜N21N2

1 131029 d
N2

11N2(v)˜N21N2
1 131029 d

N11N˜N1N1 131029 d
N11N*˜N1N1 131029 d
N11N2*˜N2

11N 131029 d

aIn the FKS, all vibrational excitations of N2(X 1Sg
1) are lumped into

N2(v), which is effectively N2(X 1Sg
1 v51), and all electronic excitations

of N2(X 1Sg
1) are lumped into N2* , which is effectively N2(A 3Su

1). N
denotes N(4S0), N* denotes N(2D0).

bRate coefficients are calculated from the electron energy distribution
tained from the EETM.

cDetailed balance.
dEstimated.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 17, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1999
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field along the radial direction since it has a node on axis
peaks at about half the radius. Power deposition occurs
dominantly within the resonance zone where peak values
15.2 W cm23 and falls off by a factor of 104 in a 2.6 cm axial
distance downstream. The electric field is large~;200 V/cm!
upstream of the resonance zone, as shown on the left sid
Fig. 2~b!. Even though the conductivity is small upstrea
there is non-negligible power deposition which constitu
about 20% of the total, a component of which is due
Doppler shifting of the resonance zone. The electric field
not totally absorbed in the resonance zone. Some ampli
is either transmitted through or diffracts around the re
nance zone allowing some small amount of power deposi
at the resonance near the subcoil.

Electron temperatures in ECR sources are typically hig
than those obtained in inductively coupled plasma~ICP!
devices.18 Electron temperatures can exceed 8 eV at pr
sures,0.5 mTorr. Electron temperatures in the resonan
zone reflect radial power deposition distributions and hav
peak value of 7.1 eV, as shown on the right side of Fig. 2~b!.
This results in an off axis electron source function as sho
on the left side of Fig. 2~c!. In the steady state, the plasm
generation by ionization is in balance with losses due
transport. The solenoidal magnetic field minimizes radial d
fusion losses and electron thermal conduction. Diffusion a
thermal conduction mainly occur along the magnetic fie
lines in the axial direction thereby allowing the radial ele
tron temperature distribution and electron source function
maintain their profile far into the downstream region. T
resulting electron densities are shown on the right side
Fig. 2~c!. The electron density is maximum in the resonan
zone with a value of 1.5831011cm23. For these operating
conditions, the radial distribution of densities tends to refl
their radial sources due to the strong radial confinemen
electrons by the magnetic field. As a consequence of a s
amount of power deposition that occurs near the subc
there is a local peak in the electron density.

Simulation results were benchmarked against experim
tal results obtained by Uhmet al.19 Comparisons of the elec
tron temperature and the electron density in the resona
region as a function of pressure are compared with exp
mental data in Fig. 3 for an argon plasma at 700 W and
sccm. The calculation systematically agrees with the exp
ments, with a shift of a few Torr. We attribute this shift
rarefraction of the gas in the resonance zone, which is
accounted for in the calculations. The increase in elect
temperature in the low pressure regime is due to an incre
in efficiency for absorbing microwave energy, a decrease
collisional cooling, and an increase in axial losses. In the l
pressure regime, ion diffusion along the axial magnetic fi
lines dominates the losses, and the density decreases. A
pressure is increased, radial losses become increasingly
significant thereby producing an optimal pressure for ma
mum plasma density.

Parametric studies show that the spatially depend
plasma properties are a sensitive function of pressure.

b-
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FIG. 2. Plasma parameters for the base case using TE01 excitation.~a! Plasma conductivity~the wafer conductivity is also shown!, and power deposition~b!
azimuthal electric field magnitude and electron temperature and~c! ionization rate and electron density.
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densities as a function of position for pressures of 0.5,
and 10 mTorr are shown in Fig. 4 and have peak densitie
2 – 331011cm23. As the pressure is decreased below
mTorr, there is a shift in the peak electron~and ion! density
towards the center of the reactor. At 10 mTorr the plasm
peaked at the location of peak power deposition and beco
increasingly more uniform towards the substrate due to c
field diffusion. At 1 mTorr, the plasma density is similar
peaked near the location of peak power deposition, altho
with a shift toward smaller radii. The density maintains
off axis peak far into the downstream region. At 0.5 mTo
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the density has shifted and is now peaked near the cente
the chamber. The ion flux to the substrate, shown in Fig. 5~a!
reflects the spatial dependence of the ion density with
shift towards the center of the reactor at pressures belo
mTorr. The radially averaged ion flux and ion flux unifo
mity are shown in Fig. 5~b!. At 10 mTorr, the ion flux peaks
near a radius of 5 cm at a value of 8.531015cm22 s21, with
a uniformity of h578%. As the pressure decreases below
mTorr, the peak in the ion flux shifts towards the center
the reactor and the peak in the ion flux increases to
31016cm22 s21 at 0.75 mTorr. The uniformity, however
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2426 R. L. Kinder and M. J. Kushner: Consequences of mode structure on plasma properties 2426
falls to h545%. At 0.5 mTorr the ion flux peaks at the cent
and has having a value of 2.7531015cm22 s21, while the
uniformity improves toh560%. Note that at the pressure
which the average ion flux is maximum~0.75 mTorr! unifor-
mity is a minimum indicating that there will be a trade-o
with respect to maximizing ion flux and optimizing unifo
mity.

The decrease in ion flux and increase in uniformity is
some degree expected in the high pressure regime. For t
operating pressures, the cyclotron frequency is much la
than the momentum transfer collision frequency. Hence
longitudinal diffusion coefficient scales inversely to the m
mentum transfer collision frequency, while the transve
diffusion coefficient scales with the momentum transfer c
lision frequency. The off axis ion source is smoothed
transverse diffusion, thereby improving flux uniformit
while the increased radial losses diminish the magnitude
the flux. The lower electron temperature also increases
proportion of power that is dissipated in nonionizing electr
collisions, thereby decreasing the ion density for const
power deposition.

FIG. 3. Experimental~Ref. 19! and computed values of~a! electron tempera-
ture and~b! electron density in the resonance zone of an ECR proces
tool operating in argon with varying pressures.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 17, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1999
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In the low pressure regime, the average ion flux decrea
with decreasing pressure, while the uniformity increas
More significantly, the peak in the plasma density profi
shifts toward the center of the reactor. This trend sugge
that there is an increase in diffusion perpendicular to
magnetic field lines enabling the electron density to take o

g

FIG. 4. Electron density at~a! 0.5, ~b! 1.0, and~c! 10.0 mTorr for a TE01

mode field. There is a counter intuitive shift of the peak in the plas
density to the center of the reactor at low pressure.
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diffusion dominated profile. Such a trend is counterintuitiv
since transport across the magnetic field lines decreases
decreasing collision frequency and, at lower pressures,
collision frequency is expected to decrease.

This increase in collision frequency at lower pressu
which produces enhanced diffusion can be attributed to
increase in the electron temperature. For reference, the a
age electron density and electron temperature as a func
of gas pressure are shown in Fig. 6~a!. The reactor average
electron density peaks around 1 mTorr at a value of 1
31011cm3. As the pressure is decreased, the average pla
density falls to a value of 5.031010cm23 at 0.5 mTorr. As
the pressure is increased above 1 mTorr, the average pla
density falls off, but at a more gradual rate, to a value
8.031010cm23 at 50 mTorr. The average electron tempe
ture increases slowly at higher pressures, from 1 eV at
mTorr to 3 eV at 2 mTorr, and increases at a faster r

FIG. 5. Ion flux parameters as a function of pressure.~a! Ion flux as a
function of radius for varying chamber pressures. The ion flux profile
lows the shift in the electron~ion! density profile.~b! Radially averaged ion
flux and uniformity of the ion flux to the substrate as a function of press
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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below 2 mTorr, reaching a value of;8 eV at 0.5 mTorr.
Such trends agree with results obtained by Wuet al.20 who
used a two-dimensional simulation and a global conservation
model. This increase in electron temperature is due to a de
crease in collisional cooling and larger axial diffusion losses
which require a higher ionization rate to compensate for.

The electron momentum transfer rate coefficient, the elec-
tron momentum transfer collision frequency, and neutral gas
density as a function of gas pressure are shown in Fig. 6~b!.
Note that the momentum transfer rate coefficient increases
with increasing electron temperature, so the rate coefficient
for momentum transfer also increases with decreasing pres
sure. Similarly, as the pressure increases, the electron tem
perature decreases thereby decreasing the rate coefficien
while the gas density increases. The rate of increase in the
rate coefficient for momentum transfer exceeds the decreas
in gas density in the low pressure regime while the increase
in gas density exceeds the decrease in the rate coefficient i
the high pressure regime. Therefore the electron momentum

-

.

FIG. 6. Plasma parameters as a function of pressure for the N2 discharge.~a!
Average electron density and electron temperature for varying pressures.~b!
Average electron momentum transfer rate coefficient, electron momentum
transfer collision frequency, and neutral gas density as a function of gas
pressure. The collision frequency is the product of the rate coefficient and
the neutral gas density and is plotted in relative units.
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transfer collision frequency, which is the product of the m
mentum transfer rate coefficient and the gas density, actu
increases in both the low and high pressure regimes. T
increase of the collision frequency in the low pressure
gime produces enhanced electron diffusion across the m
netic field lines and hence improves uniformity while i
creasing diffusion losses and decreasing density.

The bottom coil can be used to tailor the magnetic field
the vicinity of the substrate and hence can influence the
of charged species to the substrate. For example, by pro
ing a solenoidal magnetic field, radial transport losses
significantly reduced. These trends are demonstrated in
7, where the average reactor electron densities as a fun
of power with and without activation of the subcoil a
shown. The electron density is higher with the subcoil a
vated due to the more confining solenoidal magnetic fi
which prevents magnetic field lines from intersecting t
walls, thereby reducing transport losses. The power e
ciency, defined as the average electron density divided by
total power deposition, is also greater. For example, with
subcoil the slope ionization efficiency is 2.23108 cm23/W,
whereas without the subcoil, the efficiency is 0
3108 cm23/W.

The solenoidal magnetic field obtained when activat
the subcoil results in the plasma density having the sa
radial profile near the substrate as that produced in the r
nance zone. For example, the consequences of activatin
subcoil on the ion flux to the substrate are shown in Fig. 8
general the ion flux increases with increasing power w
activation of the subcoil, however the uniformity decreas
~h586% at 500 W andh569% at 1000 W!. With activation
of the subcoil any nonuniformities imprinted in the res
nance zone are enhanced as the power is increased. Wi
activating the subcoil, the ion flux is lower, but the unifo
mity is improved and is a weaker function of power depo

FIG. 7. Average reactor electron density with and without activation of
magnetic subcoil as a function of power. Use of the subcoil increases
the plasma density and ionization efficiency.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 17, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1999
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tion ~h595% at 500 W andh583% at 1000 W!.
Higher order circular TE0,n modes have additional off axi

peaks in the electric field, depending on the harmonic us
and therefore additional peaks in the off axis power depo
tion peaks. Experimental observations21 have shown that the
uniformity of the ion flux to the substrate improves wi
increasing mode number. For example, the azimuthal elec
field component of the TE02 mode has an off axis node tha
produces two peaks in the field amplitude with the mag
tude of the outer peak being smaller than that of the in
peak. Simulations were performed for the standard cases
ing a TE02 mode. The resulting power deposition profil
shown on the left side of Fig. 9~a!, reflects the field intensity
of the azimuthal electric field component with two separ
regions of power deposition. The peak power deposition
the outer peak is roughly half that of the inner peak as sho
in Fig. 9~b!. As a result, the electron temperature is mo
uniform as a function of the radius. Enhanced diffusi
along the magnetic field lines allows the radial electron te
perature distribution to maintain its profile far into the dow
stream region. As a consequence, the electron density p
closer to the axis and is in general more uniform than wh
using the TE01 mode.

Ion flux profiles tend to reflect the off axis peaks in io
ization rates and plasma densities, and tying of the flux

e
th

FIG. 8. Radial ion flux profile to the substrate with and without activation
the magnetic subcoil as a function of~a! power and~b! pressure. The dashe
lines are for fluxes with the subcoil off.
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magnetic field lines. The effects of subcoil activation on i
flux to the substrate are shown in Fig. 10~a! for the TE02

mode. The ion flux profile with the subcoil off reflects on
the inner peak in the power deposition for the TE02 mode.
The ion flux originating from the outer peak is lost to eith
radial diffusion or drift along magnetic field lines that inte
sect the walls. Activation of the subcoil reduces radial los
and enhances the ion flux uniformity. The peak ion fluxes
the wafer for higher order modes are higher than those
duced by the lower mode fields, with or without activation
the subcoil. However, since the position of the higher TE02

peak is at a smaller radius (r 51.8 cm) than the peak value o
the lower TE01 peak (r 53.9 cm), the overall average io
flux to the substrate is higher for the lower mode, as is sho
in Fig. 10~b!.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A finite-difference-time-domain simulation for micro
wave injection and propagation has been developed to ex
ine the spatial coupling of microwave radiation to the plas
in an electron cyclotron resonance reactor and its effec
uniformity. The FDTD simulation was incorporated as
module in the two-dimensional Hybrid Plasma Equipme
Model. Plasma dynamics were coupled to the electrom
netic fields through a tensor form of Ohm’s law. Pow
deposition calculated in the FDTD module is then used
solving the electron energy equation. Consequences of m
structure, magnetic field configuration, and operating con
tions on plasma parameters and fluxes to the substrat
ECR sources for materials processing were examined
this model.

FIG. 9. Plasma parameters for the base case condition~750 W, N2 , 1.0
mTorr! for excitation with the TE02 mode.~a! Power deposition and electro
density.~b! Radial profiles of the electron temperature and power deposi
in the resonance zone (z520 cm).
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The results for varying magnetic coil configuration
showed that when operating with the subcoil the ion flux
the substrate generally reflected the ion density profiles in
resonance zone. An increase in power leads to the enha
ment of nonuniformities in the flux profile. At higher pres
sures the sensitivity of the ion flux to activation of the su
coil is decreased and the uniformity of the ion flux
increased. For these particular conditions, cross field di
sion losses are enhanced in the low pressure regimes d
an increase in the electron temperature and collision
quency. The results suggest that there is an optimal pres
for charged particle confinement, maximizing ion flux to t
substrate surface, and ion flux uniformity.
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FIG. 10. ~a! Radial ion flux to the substrate for a TE02 mode field with and
without activation of the subcoil in a N2 discharge operating at 1.0 mTor
and 750 W.~b! Average ion flux to the substrate for the TE01 and TE02

modes as a function of power in the N2 discharge at 750 W.
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